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My goal for MEM is to assist the development of theory and practice in museum education by providing a road map to new 
and current resources. If you like MEM and find it useful, please support my efforts by subscribing at 
http://www.mccastle.com If you are already a subscriber – thank you! Your financial support makes it possible for a free-
lance worker like me to produce this publication. 
 
I encourage you to share Museum Education Monitor with others within your immediate organization. Please do not 
forward the newsletter beyond this boundary. 
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A Word from the Editor – Not Elders, not Seniors, but Older People 
 
Publicity around this issue taught me a valuable lesson. I was reminded of the valuable aphorism 
– “Never assume because it makes an ass of u and me.” I assumed that “elders” would be a 
useful and respectful word by which to refer to the group of us who are 55+ (or 60+ or 65+ or 
who knows these days?) This assumption provoked a most interesting and informative 
discussion on the talk@museum-ed listserv (reported later in this issue) and in the Twitterverse. 
Once again I was reminded that not everyone feels the same as I do – a surprising but most 
needed kick in the pants!  Thank you to all who participated in the discussion. Look forward to 
hearing more from all you adults and … older people (?) out there J   

 
Special thanks to Kris Wetterlund, Henrik Zipsane, and researchers from around the world for their contributions to 
this issue! Please note that all links in this document are active using Adobe Acrobat Reader. Free Reader download 
at http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 
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(1) Ongoing Research 
 
Should Australian art galleries offer specific Arts and Health programmes for the 

Aboriginal population? [AUS] 
Research question: A placement in the Arts and 
Health department of the Manchester Museum 
led to an upcoming placement at the Art Gallery 
of NSW, Sydney (focus dementia programme). 
With a BSc in Psychology I am very interested in 
this research question for my thesis in MA Arts 
Management in Manchester. 
Data presentation: 1. I will set up a blog during 
my stay in Sydney 
http://wellseeing.wordpress.com/  2. I aim to 
conduct interviews with museum experts 3. I will 
bundle the research in my master’s thesis  
Principal researcher: Regina Herholz ; Work 
placement supervisor: Wendy Gallagher; Master 

thesis supervisor: Zelda Baveystock 
Sites: The Manchester Museum; Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; The Whitworth Art 
Gallery, Manchester 
Time span: May – September 2013 
Contact: regina.herholz@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk  Wendy.Gallagher@manchester.ac.uk  
Key words: Arts & Health, Dementia, Aborigines 
 

Engaging Seniors With Historic 
Spanish Point (USA) 
Evaluation Question:  To assess 
the extent to which Historic Spanish 
Point’s services and programs 
advance community-based 
actionable themes that enhance 
aging with dignity and 
independence? This application 
builds upon previous research 
published in the Journal of Applied 

Gerontology and the international Ageing and Society. 
Data presentation: The data will be presented to community groups focused on aging, the 
Sarasota County Stakeholders in Aging Consortium, Historic Spanish Point’s Engaging Seniors 
Advisory Committee, museum staff, volunteers and Board of Directors. 
Principal Researcher: Kathy Black, PhD. 
Sites: Historic Spanish Point and community senior centers reflecting all levels of independence 
through skilled nursing care. 
Time span: May 1-October 31, 2013 

Photo Courtesy Manchester Museum  
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Contact: Nan Summers, Outreach and Special Programs Coordinator, Historic Spanish Point , 
Florida, USA nan@historicspanishpoint.Org (941) 966-5214 , ex.220 
Key Words: Engagement, Universal Design, Meaningful Involvement, Social Inclusion, Health 
and Well-Being 
 
Interactive sensory objects by and for people with learning disabilities (UK) 

Research questions: Can the experience of a 
collaborative creative process between artist, 
technologist and user group, working with 
interactive multisensory artworks, encourage 
people with learning disabilities to make sense of 
objects in museum collections and broaden their 
appreciation and understanding of heritage 
collections? How will inclusive research 
methods, that is to say using people with 
learning disabilities as co-researchers, influence 
the ideas and development of interactive 
multisensory artworks? 
Data presentations To document the research 

through the use of a blog To hold, three events and seminars (in Liverpool, Reading and 
London) to share the research as widely as possible. To present findings at conferences and in 
high impact journals across multiple disciplines. To leave a legacy of interactive objects at 
MERL, Speke Hall, and The British Museum to act as case studies to encourage other museums 
to develop workshops and handling collections. To leave a set of guidelines and case studies 
that could be used by museums and heritage sites world wide to develop further interactive 
objects. 
Principal researchers: Kate Allen PI and Faustina Hwang Co-I, from the Dept of Art and Systems 
Engineering at the University of Reading and Andy Minnion from the Rix Centre at the University 
of East London 
Sites: MERL Reading, Speke Hall Liverpool, and The British Museum London 
Time span Three years 2012-2015 
Contact: k.allen@reading.ac.uk  www.sensoryobjects.com  
Key words: Sensory objects, Learning disabilities, Heritage, Micro controllers. Multimedia 
Advocacy 
 

New York University Evaluation of Meet 
Me at MoMA (USA) 
Evaluation questions The study was 
designed to evaluate the efficacy of the 
Meet Me at MoMA gallery discussion 
program for people in the early stage of 
dementia and their family caregivers, 
specifically the quality of life benefits for 
both person with dementia and their 
carepartner. It also points out the elements 
of the program that have the greatest 

Members - sensory objects research team  

Credit: Jason Brownrigg  
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positive impact and those components that might be modified to further enhance its effects.  
Data presentation: http://www.moma.org/meetme/resources/index#evaluation  
Principal evaluators: The study was designed by the Psychosocial Research and Support 
Program of the New York University Center of Excellence for Brain Aging and Dementia in 
partnership with The Museum of Modern Art. Mary Mittelman,Dr.P.H., and Cynthia Epstein, 
L.C.S.W. were the lead researchers. 
Sites: The Museum of Modern Art, NYC, NY, USA 
Time span:  Carried out over the course of nine months, 2008-2009. 
Contact: alzheimersproject@moma.org  
Key words: quality of life benefits, museum programs, alzheimer's disease, caregivers 
 
Adult Education Programs in Public Libraries (USA) 

Research Question: Why are adult education programs at 
Leeds Public Library poorly attended? A study of how adult 
programs at two public libraries are implemented, in an 
attempt to answer this question and to suggest ways to 
increase attendance. 
Data Presented: This research is presented in the form of a 
senior thesis. Available at http://ruddlem.wordpress.com/ 
Principal researcher: Matthew Ruddle, Beloit College student, 
major in Education & Youth Studies, minor in Musem Studies 
Research sites: Leeds Public Library & Carterton Public 
Library in Devon County, Wisconsin (all names of people and 
places, except for the state, have been changed to protect the 
privacy of those that I interviewed) 
Time Span: Research began in Spring 2012, and ended in 

Spring 2013 
Contact: ruddlem@beloit.edu  
Key words: library, education, public, community, institution, adult, informal, programs, 
programming 
 
Age Collective (UK) 
Research question: How can Museums work better with and for older adults through cross 
sector partnerships? 
Data presentation: Seminars, conference, reports. See 1st seminar summary 
http://www.mccastle.com/UserData/AgeCollectiveSummary.pdf  

Principal researchers: British Museum – Harvinder 
Bahra and Laura Phillips; Researcher – Antonio 
Benitez 
Sites: Across the UK (four museum partners). 
Please see attached 1st seminar summary for 
more information 
Time span: 2012 - 2013 
Contact: Harvinder Bahra Community Partnerships 
Coordinator Learning, Volunteers & Audiences, 

Photo Courtesy The British Museum  
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The British Museum, London WC1B 3DG Tel: 0207 323 8398 
Key words: seniors, older people, open space technology, partnerships 
 
Teaching in 21st Century Art Museums: How Museum Educators and Curators Teach Art 
Interpretation (USA) 

Research questions: If museums are educational 
institutions, just who is doing the teaching? This mixed 
methods research study uncovers how art museum 
institutions currently teach the public about art. 
Through qualitative interviews and surveys, the 
researcher identifies how art interpretation is currently 
taught in art museums,which exhibit twentieth and 
twenty-first century artwork. 
Data presentation: The data will be presented as a 
dissertation for the fulfillment of a PhD in Curriculum 
and Instruction Studies with an emphasis in Art 
Education. 

Principal researcher: Rory O'Neill Schmitt, MPS, ATR-BC, PhD Candidate: Arizona State 
University 
Sites: Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), the Guggenheim 
Museum, the Phoenix Art Museum, and the Heard Museum 
Time span: January-October 2013 
Contact: Rosary.Schmitt@asu.edu  
Key words: Museum education, art education, art interpretation, teaching 
 
Intergenerational Landed Learning (Canada) 
Research questions: In the context of intergenerational gardening projects, we investigate 

among teachers how their participation impacts their 
learning and professional growth as science 
teachers, and what contributes to that learning. 
Secondly, we research the impacts and learning of 
community volunteers (aged 18 to 84) who garden 
with school children at UBC Farm and in an 
outreach program at Okanagan Science Centre in 
Vernon BC. 
Data presentation: Conference presentations and 
peer reviewed articles. Complete listing available at: 
http://m2.edcp.educ.ubc.ca/landedlearning/  
Principal researchers: Dr. Jolie Mayer-Smith, Dr. 

Linda Peterat 
Sites: Faculty of Education/UBC Farm, University of British Columbia, Vancouver; Okanagan 
Science Centre, Vernon BC. 
Time span: Research is on-going and dates back 10 years at Vancouver; 5 years at Vernon site 
Contact: jolie.mayer-smith@ubc.ca , linda.peterat@ubc.ca  
Key words: school gardens, environmental education, gardening 
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How can museums improve their offering of learning and enjoyment for adults who have 
severe learning difficulties'? (UK) 
['Learning difficulties' covers all learning difficulties, including when the person has multiple 
learning difficulties; for the purposes of this paper, those aged sixteen years and older are 
considered 'adults'] 
Questions: What are museums doing at present which hinders this audience's enjoyment of and 
learning in museums? What methods best facilitate and encourage access to and retention of 
information for this audience? What aspects of museum-going are enjoyed by this audience? 
How can museums make visits more enjoyable? 
Data Presentation: Discursive: methodology outlined, results tabulated, recommendations 
suggested. 
Principal Researcher: Kay Gammie (working alone). 
Sites: Tyne & Wear Museums, Durham Oriental Museum, numerous Mencap groups and 
indepedent care/activity groups. 
Time Span: Until 1st September 2013 
Contact Information: E-mail: k.a.gammie@durham.ac.uk  (please e-mail to arrange telephone 
interviews) 
Key Words: enjoyment, learning, adults with learning difficulties 
 
 
(2) Online Journals  
 
[Stay tuned] 
 
 
 
 
(3) Electronic List Discussions  
 
MUSEUM-ED  
[Thanks to Kris Wetterlund for supplying these summaries. For more info see the museum-ed archives at 
http://www.museum-ed.org/content/blogcategory/32/66/ ] 
 
April 2013 
 
Topics:  Demographics of museum staff 
  Seniors, Elders, or just people?  
  Elders an offensive term? 
  Rude Teen Advice 
 
This month, the Museum-Ed Discussion List discussed the challenges museums and museum 
educators face when creating programming for groups that are diverse in age range, interests 
and background. 
 
The Discussion List debated the appropriateness of targeting people over a certain age, and if 
so, what to call this group. MEM’s Christine Castle sparked the conversation when she sent out 
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a call for submissions to the Museum Education Monitor on programming targeted toward older 
audiences. This resulted in a conversation about appropriate words, and Discussion List 
members’ wondered if today’s audiences think it is necessary to cater to adults in certain age 
groups. On the other end was a discussion about the best way to deal with rude teens, 
especially when in a small, non-school group setting. A reminder of the expectations up front is 
always ideal. The challenging part is reminding rude tour goers (of any age) about those around 
them. 
 
What are a museum’s obligations to the parents and bus drivers of students on guided tours? It 
was generally agreed that limiting free chaperone admittance on tours is an acceptable practice. 
Many members of the Discussion List firmly believed that bus drivers should always be invited in 
for free, which would encourage them to promote the museum enthusiastically to other tours in 
the future. The Buffalo Bill Museum and Grave, Denver, CO offers free lunch to drivers as well. 
Part of the challenge of creating programming that is inviting to all is the fact that museum 
employees are not a very diverse group themselves.  The Future of Museums blog states, “Right 
now only 20 percent of museum employees are minorities. Museums need to tackle this problem 
at all stages: increase awareness of museum careers, recruit more diverse students into 
museum studies programs and look outside traditional training programs for bright, interested 
people and then invest in their continued education. Another case study examines the New York 
Hall of Science and their Science Career Ladder http://www.nysci.org/learn/scl/video, which has 
helped the Hall recruit a diverse staff from the local community.” 
 
Other Resources 
• "On White Privilege and Museums," http://museumtwo.blogspot.ca/2013/03/on-white-

privilege-and-museums.html  
• “The Diversity Question in the Arts Blogosphere,” 

http://museumtwo.blogspot.ca/2013/02/the-diversity-question-in-arts.html   
• Incluseum Blog, http://incluseum.com/  
• The Future of Museums, http://futureofmuseums.blogspot.com/2010/06/demographic-

transformation-andwhat-next.html  
 
 
 
 

(4) Blog Postings 
 
What is Museum Learning? 
http://www.museumsandheritage.com/advisor/news/item/2852 
By Dr. John Stevenson 
The benefits of museum learning are now well-established through independent research.  Such 
programmes have been shown to help social inclusion, deepen partnerships between schools 
and museums, and increase levels of pupil attainment.  Additionally, museum learning has the 
power to “inspire civic engagement, leading to personal, social and community benefit, and to 
the growth of our creative economy”.  (Get It: the Power of Cultural Learning, 2009) 
Museums+HeritageAdvsior - http://www.museumsandheritage.com/advisor/ 
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Museums and the Boston Marathon Bombings 
Compassion+Systems in Place+Timeliness = Community Impact 
http://museumcommons.blogspot.ca/2013/04/museums-and-boston-marathon-bombings.html  
By Gretchen Jennings 
In the midst of the international outpouring of support and sympathy for the victims of the two 
bombs that went off near the finish line of the Boston Marathon on April 15,2013, what role did 
museums, especially Boston museums, play in their beleaguered community? 
Museum Commons - http://museumcommons.blogspot.ca/ 
 
Creating a Virtuous Cycle of Engagement For Millennials 
http://www.frogloop.com/care2blog/2013/4/26/creating-a-virtuous-cycle-of-engagement-for-
millennials.html 
By Kari Saratovsky 
While members of the Millennial Generation, now the largest generation in our nation’s history, 
are widely known for a desire to give back to their communities or be part of large social change 
movements – the way Millennials define their engagement tends to be very different from the 
way organizations do.  
Frogloop - http://www.frogloop.com/ 
 
What’s heritage again? Anarchic publicness and other discussions at York’s Alternative 
History 
http://codesignheritage.wordpress.com/2013/04/16/whats-heritage-again-anarchic-publicness-
and-other-discussions-at-yorks-alternative-history/ 
By Helen Graham 
We were sitting by the fire in the Golden Ball a few Wednesday nights ago for York’s Alternative 
History open meeting and Nick Smith was stuck, in a very productive way, on this question: 
‘Nope’ (after I’d tried to say something incisive), ‘I still don’t get it…what’s heritage again?’ 
How should decisions about heritage be made? - http://codesignheritage.wordpress.com/ 
 
Museums are the Future of Education 
http://futureofmuseums.blogspot.ca/2013/04/museums-are-future-of-education.html 
By Elizabeth Merritt 
Earlier this year, I shared some thoughts regarding the future of education with face-to-face and 
on-line attendees at Museums Advocacy Day. My thesis, which I’ve advanced on this blog 
before, is that we are on the cusp of transformative change in the US learning landscape, and 
that museums have the opportunity, through advocacy and action, to help create a more 
equitable and successful educational system in which they play a starring role in. We recorded 
the presentation, and I share it with you here in the hopes you will use it to spur thinking in your 
own organizations about the kind of future we want to live in, and what you can do to help make 
that future come to pass. 
Center for the Future of Museums Blog - http://futureofmuseums.blogspot.ca/ 
 
Museums and MOOCS 
http://opencourseonopeneducation.blogspot.co.uk/2013/04/museums-and-moocs.html 
By Colin Hynson 
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Given the relatively recent arrival of MOOCs it is not surprising that museums have not as yet 
explored how they might participate in the world of MOOCs. There have been some people who 
have begun to explore whether museums could create their own MOOCs. … 
Open Course on Open Education - http://opencourseonopeneducation.blogspot.co.uk/  
 
Why Museums Can Excel in Online Learning 
http://artmuseumteaching.com/2013/05/04/why-museums-can-excel-in-online-learning/ 
By Emily 
The Museum of Modern Art, the Tate and my own North Carolina Museum of Art are currently 
offering extended online courses similar to MOOCs. These courses are different from each other 
in content, audience, and style, yet they are all pioneering engagement with local, national, and 
global audiences through objects in their specific collections. Their experiences offer important 
lessons to future museum MOOC-makers. 
Art Museum Teaching - http://artmuseumteaching.com/ 
 
Seeking Clarity about the Complementary Nature of Social Work & the Arts 
http://museumtwo.blogspot.ca/2013/04/seeking-clarity-about-complementary.html 
By Nina Simon 
When we talk about museums or cultural institutions as vehicles of social and civic change, what 
does that really mean? Last week I had a conversation that changed my perspective on this 
question. I was with two close friends who work in social service organizations focusing on 
homelessness and criminal justice respectively. We all work for nonprofits. We all care about 
making a difference in our community. And we each have specific interests in increasing access, 
connection, and empowerment of marginalized people. But when you switch from the "why" to 
the "what" of our work, the similarities end. Here are some of the big differences we noticed … 
Museum 2.0 - http://museumtwo.blogspot.ca/  
 
 
 
 
(5) Recent Reports 
  
Building synergies between education and culture 
EUCIS-LLL, Access to Culture, Cultura Action Europe, Brussels, March 2013 
The education and training sector has been increasingly concerned with building closer links with 
cultural actors as essential learning providers; while the cultural sector aims more and more to 
mainstream culture in other EU fields of action and especially in education. The recent 
Communication from the European Commission on “Rethinking education: investing in skills for 
better economic and social outcomes” impulses an important momentum for policy-makers and 
stakeholders to reflect upon what EU action in the field of education and training is about and 
what direction it should take up to 2020. The two sectors seize here the opportunity to 
emphasise the crucial role of culture in broadening the access to lifelong learning, especially for 
the most disadvantaged groups.  
[This paper calls the EU to bridge education and culture strategies and policies at EU level to 
upgrade our people’s transversal skills, increase their employability but also and especially make 
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them socially included, fulfilled individuals and active citizens. Thanks to Henrik Zipsane for this 
piece.] 
http://www.mccastle.com/UserData/EU.pdf  
 
Museums and happiness: The value of participating in museums and the arts 
By Daniel Fujiwara. Museum of East Anglian Life & Arts Council England. April 2013 
“So with funding support from Arts Council England we asked Daniel Fujiwara from the London 
School of Economics to measure and value people’s happiness as a result of visiting or 
participating in museum activity. This paper is one of a handful of studies that have applied 
robust quantitative methods on large national datasets to give us a better understanding of the 
impact of culture on people’s lives.” 
http://www.happymuseumproject.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/04/Museums_and_happiness_DFujiwara_April2013.pdf  
 
Measuring Cultural Participation: 2009 UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics 
Handbook #2 
By UNESCO Institute for Statistics, Montreal, Canada, 2012 
How do we accurately measure the wide range of cultural practices around the world? How has 
the digital age impacted cultural participation in society? How often do people in a specific 
country attend a music festival or go to the cinema? How do communities interact culturally? 
These are the kinds of questions that can be answered through cultural participation surveys . 
This handbook is a resource for organizations interested in measuring cultural participation, as 
well as a tool for raising awareness among policymakers. To this end, Measuring Cultural 
Participation combines theoretical and practical aspects of methodology. This is a challenging 
undertaking – even more so considering the wide range of data available, research undertaken 
and the complexity involved in defining ‘cultural participation’ for national statistical systems and 
policies across the world. 
http://www.uis.unesco.org/culture/Documents/fcs-handbook-2-cultural-participation-en.pdf  
 

It’s All Mediating  
Conference Report International Conference on Curating & Educating in the 
Exhibition Context, May 30-31, 2012, Helsinki, Finland (Pedafooni 3, Pedaali – The 

Finnish Association for Museum Education) 
This online publication is a collection of thoughts, texts and tweets from the It’s all 
mediating conference 

http://pedaali.fi/pdf/pedafooni3.pdf 
 
Infographics for Outreach, Advocacy, and Marketing: From Data to Design 
Kyle Henri Andrei & Chris Bernard, Idealware, April 2013 
But even smaller nonprofits can find value in using infographics to meet their goals and convey 
their data in a clear, easy-to-understand format. That’s why Idealware has written this report as a 
guide to help you think through the process of creating an infographic. We’ll cover what defines 
an infographic, and help you learn how to create one that presents your data in a comprehensive 
and easy-to-understand way. 
http://www.idealware.org/reports/infographics-outreach-advocacy-and-marketing-data-design  
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(6) Online Resources 
 
Rewarding Museum Participation and Learning: New Approaches 
Recorder Webcast from Smithsonian Center for Learning & Digital Access 
April 23 2013, Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, DC 
http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/31865563  
 

Culture Hive: Discover & share best practice in cultural marketing 
Arts Council England & Arts Marketing Association, UK, 2013 
“CultureHive is a new, free resource to help you discover and share best practice in 
cultural marketing. Featuring key case studies, toolkits, research, articles and more, 
we have the tools you need to promote art and culture. Resources have been 

sourced from across the UK and beyond – from cultural organisations, audience development 
agencies and consultants. As part of Arts Council England’s Audience Focus programme, we 
aim to make everything available to access and download for free.” 
http://www.a-m-a.co.uk/culturehive/  
 
Interpretation Matters 
Conceived and directed by arts writer Dany Louise. Funded by Arts Council England, UK, 2013 
“As time goes on we intend to host discussions, case-studies, interviews, resources and two 
regular features – our Good Writing Citations, giving praise where it is due, and our Tortured 
Language Alert! where we think it could be done better. (You can see who has won the first 
Good Writing Citation in the featured post below). We want to reach out to everyone involved in 
making written interpretation happen – to those working in the visual arts sector, and to gallery 
visitors, for whom interpretation is written.” 
http://interpretationmatters.com/  
 
 
 
 
(7) Print Journals 
 [Editor's Note: An URL listed in this section provides a link to the journal, not to the article itself. Articles in print journals are 
available by subscription to that journal, by online purchase of the article, or through museum and university libraries. I encourage 
you to subscribe. I provide an abstract wherever possible to assist MEM readers in your choices. Many journals offer a free sample if 
you check the website. CC] 
 
ADULT EDUCATION QUARTERLY 
Vol 63 #1 February 2013 
- Jennifer Sandlin, Robin Wright, Carolyn Clark, “Reexamining Theories of Adult Learning and 
Adult Development through the Lenses of Public Pedagogy” 
The authors examine the modernist underpinnings of traditional adult learning and development 
theories and evaluate elements of those theories through more contemporary lenses. Drawing 
on recent literature focused on "public pedagogy," the authors argue that much learning takes 
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place outside of formal educational institutions. They look beyond modernist narratives of adult 
development and consider the possible implications for critical adult learning occurring in and 
through contemporary fragmented, digital, media-saturated culture. 
http://aeq.sagepub.com/  
 
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 
Vol. 13 #1 2013 
- Peeranut Kanhadilok & Mike Watts,"Western Science and Local Thai Wisdom: Using Museum 
Toys to Develop Bi-Gnosis" 
This article focuses on some of the intersections of two worldviews: Western modern science 
and a Buddhism-based way of life in Thailand. It enters the debate on the place and practice of 
Indigenous forms of knowledge and the clashes with formal science education curricula. Our 
goal is "balanced bi-gnosis": the possession of, and proficiency in, two distinct knowledge 
systems, rejecting syncretic forms or integration of these knowledge systems. The examples 
discussed are drawn from Thailand's National Science Museum and, in particular, from the 
museum's work in the traditional Thai technology gallery using visitors' hands-on activities with 
toys. http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ucjs20/current#.UYgPmIJAuV0 
 
CURATOR THE MUSEUM JOURNAL 
Vol 56 #2 
- Susan Evans, “ Personal Beliefs & National Stories: Theater in Museums as a Tool for 
Exploring Historical Memory” 
How does what we remember about history relate to true historical understanding, and how can 
the museum become a location for these conversations? During the summer of 2011, the 
National Museum of American History challenged audiences to consider issues of historical 
memory and national history through the performance of an interactive museum theater 
program, The Time Trial of John Brown. Using the Time Trial approach as a case study, this 
article reveals that interactive theater in museums can provide a platform from which audiences 
assert their own historical understanding while learning firsthand about their role in creating a 
shared knowledge of American history. As the role of museums evolves in the twenty-first 
century, new attention must be paid to this personal process of examining and creating history 
and memory through performance. It is through performance and participation that history and 
memory are both examined and created by the audience. 
 
- Mary Ann Steiner & Kevin Crowley, “The Natural History Museum: Taking on a Learning 
Agenda” 
Carnegie Museum of Natural History and the University of Pittsburgh are engaged in a research 
and practice partnership to bring new learning sciences findings and theories into contact with 
the design and deployment of innovative natural history learning experiences. In this article, we 
describe four strands of work: 1) connecting people to nature; 2) engaging people of all ages in 
complex and current scientific debates of regional consequence; 3) partnerships to build a strong 
regional learning ecology for nature and science; and 4) iterative professional development to 
support staff as they work with new definitions of learning and engagement in the museum. 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/%28ISSN%292151-6952  
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EDUCATIONAL ACTION RESEARCH 
VOl. 21 #1 2013 
- Maria Ampartzaki et al, "Communities of Practice and Participatory Action Research: The 
Formation of a Synergy for the Development of Museum Programmes for Early Childhood" 
This study explores the integration of two key ideas and working frameworks: a community of 
educational practice formed by the synergy between a natural history museum and a university 
department of pre-school education, which undertook participatory action research aimed at the 
creation of innovative museum programmes for young children. Data analysis and the evaluation 
of the research process show that the community was able to bring its situated knowledge into 
question and interrogate propositional knowledge by means of re-evaluating the learning targets, 
the nature of children's activity, the nature of interaction between adults and learners, and the 
nature of resources used in existing and newly designed programmes offered to young children. 
Participatory action research enabled the community to monitor the implementation of theory 
with scientific rigour and formulate a new "knowledge strategy", which in theoretical terms will 
guide future developments. 
 
- Lorraine Foreman-Peck & Kate Travers, "What Is Distinctive about Museum Pedagogy and 
How Can Museums Best Support Learning in Schools? An Action Research Inquiry into the 
Practice of Three Regional Museums" 
It seems uncontroversial to claim that museums are unique places of interest with the potential 
to inspire learners, yet what this means and how it is managed are complex questions. Museum 
educators' work is currently shaped by accountability requirements typically expressed as visitor 
targets. Centralised teaching and learning initiatives are presented as "good practice". In 
opposition to these factors, the action research inquiry discussed here set out to enable the 
participants to research and reflect upon the challenges of their individual contexts, and to 
develop ideas for practice that were "bespoke". Deliberation on particular predicaments raised 
important issues, such as the relationship between schools and museums; the educational value 
of museums to schools; and the distinctive nature of museum pedagogy. A group of museum 
educators began with the question: "How can we support teachers in integrating learning in a 
museum, with the school curriculum, to help raise pupil attainment"? The paper tells the story of 
the project and includes reflections on the use of action research as a method of personal 
professional development and organisational problem-solving. 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/reac20/current#.UYgTBIJAuV0  
 
 
 
 
(8) Recent Theses, Dissertations & Major Papers 
 [To order, try UMI ProQuest Dissertation Express http://disexpress.umi.com/dxweb ] 
 
Ghosted towns: Performing tourism, place, and cultural memory in the United States 
By Lindsay Adamson Livingston. City University of New York, ProQuest, UMI Dissertations 
Publishing, 2013. 3557096. 
Abstract: This dissertation explores three distinct memorial sites that are frequented by tourists 
and that shape cultural memory through performance in the United States of America: 
Tombstone, Arizona; Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia; and Nauvoo, Illinois. 
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(9) New Books & Media 
 
Museum Communication and Social Media: The Connected Museum 
By Kirsten Drotner, Kim Christian Schrøder. Routledge. 2013 
Visitor engagement and learning, outreach, and inclusion are concepts that have long dominated 
professional museum discourses. The recent rapid uptake of various forms of social media in 
many parts of the world, however, calls for a reformulation of familiar opportunities and obstacles 
in museum debates and practices. Young people, as both early adopters of digital forms of 
communication and latecomers to museums, increasingly figure as a key target group for many 
museums. This volume presents and discusses the most advanced research on the multiple 
ways in which social media operates to transform museum communications in countries as 
diverse as Australia, Denmark, Germany, Norway, the UK, and the United States. It examines 
the socio-cultural contexts, organizational and education consequences, and methodological 
implications of these transformations. 
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415833189/  
 
Attention and Value: Keys to Understanding Museum Visitors 
By Stephen Bitgood, Left Coast Press, 2013 
How can museums capture and sustain visitors' attention? Leading visitor researcher and 
educational psychologist Stephen Bitgood created the attention-value model to help museum 
practitioners create more effective museum environments. It shows how both personal and 
exhibit design variables influence the capture, focus, and engagement of attention. Bitgood also 
offers extensive background in the visitor attention literature, details of his extensive testing of 
the attention-value tool, and guidelines for its application. 
http://www.lcoastpress.com/book.php?id=420 
 
 
 
 
(10) Calls  
 
Call 
MUSEUMS (MEMORY + CREATIVITY = SOCIAL CHANGE)  
Aug 12-15, 2013  
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  
This year's Annual Conference of CECA the International Committee for Education and Cultural 
Action will take place in Rio de Janeiro during the ICOM General Conference. CECA gathers 
museum educators and other museum professionals with an interest in education and in culture 
who work in research, management, interpretation, exhibitions, programmes, media and 
evaluation.  Deadline for submissions May 31 2013 
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For more information on the theme, submission guidelines for proposals, and the conference 
programme, please refer to the documents available to download at 
http://ceca.icom.museum/node/27  
 
Call for Papers  
Seventh International Conference on the Inclusive Museum  
4-6 August 2014 
Autry National Center of Los Angeles, California 
Proposals for paper presentations, workshops, posters or colloquia are invited for the Seventh 
International Conference on the Inclusive Museum. We welcome proposals from a variety of 
disciplines and perspectives that will contribute to the conference discourse. We also encourage 
faculty and research students to submit joint proposals for paper presentations or colloquia 
The current deadline to submit a proposal (a title and short abstract) for the 2014 conference is 
13 June 2013.   
http://onmuseums.com/the-
conference?utm_source=Z14a+CFP+CLtr&utm_medium=email&utm_term=Z14a+CFP+CLtr&ut
m_campaign=Z14a+CFP+CLtr  
 
Call for Proposals:   
“Re-Making the Museum” - Museum Computer Network  
Wednesday, 20 November 2013 to Saturday, 23 November 2013 in Montreal  
http://wired.ivvy.com/event/MCN13/   
This year’s conference theme, “Re:Making The Museum,” taps into the current trend among 
cultural institutions to reexamine what they do and how the community is finding new and 
innovative ways to accomplish their goals. From reimagining online exhibitions to rethinking 
digitization practice to reevaluating interaction with audiences, there are numerous ways that 
museums are actively remaking themselves. Share how you are remaking the museum in a 
presentation at MCN 2013!   http://wired.ivvy.com/event/MCN13/abstract/request   
The deadline for submitting proposals is May 15. 
 
Call for Papers  
Special Issue: Brands in the Arts and Culture Sector 
Arts Marketing: An International Journal is pleased to announce a Special Issue focused on 
advances and development with regard to scholarship on Brand Management and Brand Effects 
in the Cultural and Arts Sector. The Guest Editors welcome submissions offering innovative 
insights into issues surrounding brands in the art and cultural sector. All thoughtful conceptual 
papers, literature reviews, case studies, empirical studies and practice papers using a wide 
range of methodologies are encouraged. The closing date for submissions is September 30, 
2013. All manuscripts submitted should follow the guidelines for the AMAIJ. These are available 
here: http://www.emeraldinsight.com/products/journals/author_guidelines.htm?id=am  
For more information email Guest Editor Daragh O’Reilly, d.t.oreilly@sheffield.ac.uk  
 
Call for papers 
Taking it to the Streets 
Commonwealth Association of Museums (CAM) and Glasgow Museums 
Scotland Street School Museum, Glasgow 
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May 14-17, 2014 
Museums are increasingly engaged in civic debate and developing exhibitions and programs to 
extend the reach of the museum beyond four walls throughout the community and, by extension, 
increasing their benefit to the society. Some museums are encouraging deeper community 
engagement - participatory governance - in which citizens are involved in all aspects of decision-
making. There is a commitment to enabling individuals and groups to engage more fully in 
political issues, in public policy and in the governance of the museum at all levels. These 
relationships pose challenges for museums committed to sharing authority whether on a project 
basis or considering sustained changes. Join us for an international symposium, the opportunity 
to visit community outreach programs and tour Glasgow Museums, and an invitational workshop 
on Museums and Participatory Governance. CAM and Glasgow Museums invite proposals for 
papers, panels, roundtables, Ignite! sessions, workshops, posters, and presentation forms such 
as performance art, that deal with community engagement and outreach. Interested participants, 
whether panel chairs or individual presenters, should send a proposal of 300-500 words and a 
200-word biography by September 15, 2013. For further information or to submit a proposal, 
contact: Catherine C. Cole, Secretary-General, Commonwealth Association of Museums, 1-780-
424-2229; CatherineC.Cole@telus.net ; 
http://www.maltwood.uvic.ca/cam/activities/upcoming_conferences/index.html  
 
Call for Participation 
ENKDIST (European Network for Knowledge diffusion of Digital Storytelling)  
is a 36-month long project focused on Digital Storytelling in formal, non-formal and informal 
learning. The project is funded by the European Commission, DG Education and Culture, under 
the Lifelong Learning Program, Transversal KA3 Measure, and meets the purposes of the Life 
Long Learning program with the intention of exchanging best practice at a European level, 
endorsing the vision of technology serving lifelong learning. Specifically the project wants to 
address the ICT’ s contribution considering the digital storytelling as a mean of Lifelong 
Learning….The network also started the implementation of the Community of Practice online, 
created with the purpose to exchange information on DST practices and theories. The 
community is called dTellers and can be find at www.dtellers.eu Sign up at  
Form for events: http://www.dtellers.eu/tiki/enquete/satis.php?cat=1  
Form for organizations: http://www.dtellers.eu/tiki/enquete/satis.php?cat=2  
Form for people: http://www.dtellers.eu/tiki/enquete/satis.php?cat=3  
Form for projects: http://www.dtellers.eu/tiki/enquete/satis.php?cat=4  
Circulating on behalf of Antonia Liguori, Istituto Luigi Sturzo, Rome. Any questions contact 
Antonia at: a.liguori@sturzo.it  
 
 
 
 
(11) Professional Development / La Formation Professionnelle 
 
13 May 2013 
Art & End of Life Care – A Conversation 
Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, UK 
http://www.engage.org/newsitem.aspx?id=1851  
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24 May 2013 
Adult Learning: Making a Difference through Partnership 
4th International Conference of the LEM Project http://www.lemproject.eu/  
Manchester Museum, UK 
Free 
Info luke.gleadall@manchester.ac.uk 
 
20 May 2013 
Consultation with young people: the challenges and the rewards  
Visitor Studies Group 
National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, UK 
http://vsgscotlandevent2013.eventbrite.co.uk/# 
 

June 5 2013 
Using Collections Images in Educational Materials 
FREE IMLS & Heritage Preservation Webinar 

http://www.imls.gov/webwise_reprise_2013_free_online_webinars.aspx?ct=t%28November_3_2
01110_28_2011%29  
 
June 15-18 2013 
Sharing our natural and cultural heritage: interpretation can make us citizens of the world 
Interpret Europe – International Conference 2013 
Sigtuna, Sweden. 
http://www.interpret-europe.net/top/whats-on/events/international-conference-2013.html  
 

July 29 2013 (4 weeks long) 
Art and Inquiry: Museum Teaching Strategies for Your Classroom 
Coursera & Museum of Modern Art NYC 
Online 
https://www.coursera.org/course/artinquiry 

 
August 19-22 013 
Serious Play Conference 
DigiPen Institute of Technology, Redmond, WA, USA 
http://www.seriousplayconference.com/ 
 
21 -23 August 2013 
Engaging New Audiences - Bridging gaps, removing obstacles 
Arts & Audiences: A Nordic Conference on Extending Audience Engagement & Artistic 
Partnerships 
Helsinki, Finland 
http://artsandaudiences.com/helsinki-2013/  
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(12) The Last Word 
 

The way we treat our old people amounts to saying: If you’re so smart, how come you’re not 
young? 

 
William Zimmerman, Exec Dir. Ottawa Social Planning Council. Quoted in Vancouver Sun, Sept. 9, 1974, 4.  

 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: Although every effort is made to check links, websites and other material 
referred to in this publication the editor takes no responsibility for the content of external materials 

or websites that link to or from Museum Education Monitor.  
 

Museum Education Monitor is monthly electronic publication. It is available by annual subscription of $40 CAD at 
http://www.mccastle.com A free introductory one-year subscription is available to any student in a museum education-related course 

or program and to those museum educators who are currently unwaged. A subscription includes access to the searchable online 
archives. For details, see http://www.mccastle.com/Public/MEM.aspx  

 
Join MEM on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Museum.Education.Monitor , Twitter @mchriscastle, or read the blog, FORUM, at  

http://forum.mccastle.com/  
 

Questions, concerns, comments, or contributions? Please contact the owner/editor, Dr. M. Christine Castle chris@mccastle.com  
 

Join MEM on … 
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